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ABSTRACT
Commercial conversational search engines need a business model.
Since advertising is the main source of revenue for “traditional”
ten-blue-links web search, ads are not an unlikely option for con-
versational search either. In traditional web search, ads are usu-
ally placed above organic search results. However, large language
models (LLMs) may be dynamically prompted to blend product
placements with “organic” conversational responses, similar to na-
tive advertising in journalism. This type of advertising can be very
difficult to recognize, depending on how subtly it is integrated and
disclosed. To raise awareness of this potential development, we an-
alyze the capabilities of current LLMs to blend ads with generative
search results. In a user study, we ask people about the perceived
quality of (emulated) search results in different advertising scenar-
ios. In a substantial number of cases, our survey participants do
not notice brand or product placements when they do not expect
them. Thus, our results show the potential of LLMs to subtly mix
advertising with generated search results. This warrants further
investigation, for example, to develop appropriate advertising dis-
closure rules, and to detect advertising in generated results. Our
research also raises broader concerns about whether commercial or
open-source generative models can be trusted not to be fine-tuned
to generate ads rather than “genuine” responses.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Advertising is a highly profitable business model for the web search
industry and ad revenue has steadily grown over the years [19, 27].
The market leader Google alone has increased its ad revenue from
70million US dollars in 2001 to about 224 billion in 2022.1 Theworld-
wide annual revenue of the search advertising market is expected
to grow to 435 billion US dollars by 2027.2 Moreover, advertising
continues to be the single most important source of revenue for
web search engines: in 2014, reportedly more than 90% of Google’s
annual revenue derived from ads in their search engines [19], and,
despite their efforts to diversify their sources of revenue, it was still
nearly 60% in the first quarter of 2023.3

Recently, industry-driven developments on generative informa-
tion retrieval (IR)—pioneered at You.com, Neeva, and Perplexity.ai,
soon followed by Microsoft Bing based on OpenAI’s GPT-4, and
eventually Google’s Bard—led to chat-based conversational search
systems that use large language models (LLMs) to generate a text
with references as a search engine results page (SERP) instead of
the proverbial “ten blue links”. These new “text SERPs” depart from
the de facto industry standard of “list SERPs”4 and constitute a
potential paradigm shift for search result presentation. Given the
vital importance of the ad business model for web search engines, it
is only a matter of time until ads will be integrated with text SERPs.
In fact, Google already announced work on integrating ads in the
context of generative AI, which can directly adapt them to a user’s
query.5 Similarly, in the beginning of 2023, Microsoft confirmed to
explore new possibilities for placing ads in a chat environment,6
and already realized this announcement by September 2023.7

Unlike on the traditional list SERPs, where ads typically appear
prominently but separate from the unpaid results (often called or-
ganic results [6, 19, 26]), the LLMs powering conversational search
systems have the capacity to blend ads and generated search results
in the form of native advertising, e.g., for (subtle) brand or product
placement. Of course, more advertising scenarios are conceivable
in the context of generative AI, including ads in images or videos.8

In this paper, however, we focus on the scenario of ads in gener-
ated textual search results as illustrated in Figure 1. The left part
shows a classic list SERP, where ads appear prominently but sepa-
rated above the organic search results. In contrast, on a text SERP
1statista.com/statistics/266249/advertising-revenue-of-google
2statista.com/study/38338/digital-advertising-report-search-advertising
3abc.xyz/investor/static/pdf/2023Q1_alphabet_earnings_release.pdf
4List SERPs have been called SERPs until now. Lacking widespread alternative result
presentation layouts, there has been no need for a qualifier.
5blog.google/products/ads-commerce/ai-powered-ads-google-marketing-live
6theverge.com/2023/3/29/23662476/microsoft-bing-chatbot-ads-revenue-sharing
7malwarebytes.com/blog/threat-intelligence/2023/09/malicious-ad-served-inside-
bing-ai-chatbot
8searchengineland.com/tiktok-rolls-ads-search-results
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Figure 1: Illustration of ads (yellow highlighting) on search
engine results pages (SERPs); the traditional list SERP (left)
and the new text SERP (right). Uncolored, the separation of
ads and organic search results would be heavily blurred on
text SERPs, despite their disclosure using the “Ad” keyword.

shown on the right, ad content might be integrated directly into the
organically generated answer text. Despite the requirement to dis-
close ads either way,9 the inherent separation of ads on list SERPs
may be eroded on text SERPs. If the ad passages of the text SERP in
Figure 1 were not colored, a user could only recognize the ads from
the references below the text—a situation probably much worse
compared to traditional list SERPs, where already only few users
can reliably distinguish between ads and organic results (less than
2% in a 2017 study [26]). Since advertisers only pay if their ads are
clicked [6, 19], search providers have an incentive to blur the line
between ads and organic results.

To the best of our knowledge, no research publications have
investigated advertising in generative retrieval or conversational
search.10 We therefore conduct a user study exploring the searcher-
side effects of ads in generated search results.

2 RELATEDWORK
To provide some background information, we give insights into the
effects of advertisements on consumers in general, as well as an
overview of search engine advertising in particular, together with
corresponding machine learning-based approaches.

2.1 Advertising Effects
Advertising is designed to convince people of specific brands or
products, and can have a strong influence on people’s minds (e.g.,
brand recognition) and behavior (e.g., purchases) [29]. Often, ad
messages are embedded into the context of what the consumers
already know about and feel toward an advertised brand or product
category [29, 40]. However, the responses of consumers to advertis-
ing are mainly subconscious, so ad effectiveness is often measured
9ftc.gov/business-guidance/resources/native-advertising-guide-businesses
10We use ‘conversational / generative search’ and ‘generative IR’ synonymously.

by considering how the feeling of people towards a brand changed
after processing an advertisement [11].

Product placement is a special form of advertising in which the
commercial content is inserted into non-commercial context [29]
(e.g., some product used by characters in a movie). An effect of
visual product placement is, for example, that an implicit sense
of familiarity towards a brand can be created without people re-
membering the source of this familiarity [3]. On textual level, stud-
ies show that a reader’s attitude towards “product-placed” brand
names improves, especially when the brands are closely related to
a text’s content [4, 5, 36]. As these product placement scenarios
are very similar to ads in generated search results, the depicted
unconscious effects on consumers underline the importance of
considering proper ad disclosure also for generative models.

2.2 Search Engine Advertising (SEA)
Over the last 20 years, the focus in marketing has shifted consid-
erably as online media consumption has dramatically increased.
In the US, for example, the expenditures on online advertising ex-
ceed 60% of the total ad market that includes TV and print, with a
similar situation in Europe [25]. An important branch of online mar-
keting is web search. In web search, many people simply click on the
top results, so that a good ranking position is attractive [12]. One
way of achieving high positions is search engine optimization (SEO),
which involves web page design patterns that cause a search en-
gine’s retrieval model to consider a page more relevant than others
for certain queries [6, 25]. Still, it is often “easier”—although maybe
more costly—to obtain a top ranking position through sponsored
search or search engine advertising (SEA), especially for highly
competitive product categories [25, 34].

Search advertisements are commercial content for which the
search engine is paid by the advertiser if a searcher clicks on the
respective link [20]. To place ads on a traditional list SERP, adver-
tisers bid for specific keywords (words or short phrases) [13, 16].
Submitted queries are matched against the search engine’s ad index
to identify the most relevant ads [30, 32]. The advertisers then are
billed on a cost per click (CPC) basis [32],11 giving the click-through
rate—the number of clicks divided by the number of times an ad
has been displayed [32]—a common ad effectiveness metric.

CPC billing somewhat incentivizes search engines to “influence”
searchers to click on ads [26]. A crucial factor is the position on
the SERP [32]. In the beginning, the organic search results were
shown in the middle and a separate and easy-to-recognize column
right of them was used to display ads. But as studies showed that
users mainly focus on the top results [14, 21, 23] and that most
clicks go to results reachable without scrolling [26], ads are now
typically placed above the organic results [25]. Furthermore, today’s
ads often “mimic” the look and feel of organic results in terms of
composition (title, description, URL) and color scheme [26], so that
searchers often do not recognize ads [27].

Hence, the line between ads and organic web search results has
already been blurred to some extent [27]. One can expect that this
11The three most expensive Google ad keywords in May 2023 were houston maritime
attorney (1,090 USD CPC), offshore accident lawyer (815 USD CPC), and best motorcycle
accident lawyer (770 USD CPC); see us7p.com/google-150-most-expensive-keywords.
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will be no different for conversational search systems, where re-
sults consist of generated texts with references (text SERPs) instead
of the traditional list of links (list SERPs). Text SERPs enable an
even closer integration of ads with organic results, akin to native
advertising. For years, various news publishers used native ads
in the form of “advertorials,” designed in style and in writing to
resemble (non-commercial) original editorial parts of a news ar-
ticle [2, 41]. Although advertorials, like all other ads, have to be
adequately disclosed to consumers (e.g., according to regulations
by the United States Federal Trade Commission or the German
Pressekodex) [18, 28], recent studies have shown that about 90%
of consumers are unable to distinguish native ads from unpaid
content [2]. For conversational search, a similar confusion is con-
ceivable if ads become part of a generated response.

2.3 Machine Learning-based SEA
Machine learning-based approaches have been used for many years
to generate or enhance image or text ads [8, 37–39, 42], since such
automatic approaches are efficient [31] and can target ads based on
consumer behavior [10, 24]. An analysis of respective ethical chal-
lenges was conducted by Hermann [15]. Automated approaches
have also been explored in SEA, for example, to find alternatives for
expensive keywords [1], to predict the click-through rate of new
ads [7, 32], to optimize ad ranking and placement on SERPs [16],
and to identify user personality traits to tailor ads more persua-
sively [9, 35]. Technologically, for example, some SEA approaches
use reinforcement learning to generate ads with high click-through
rates [17] or to improve the fluidity, relevance, and quality of an ad
text [22]. Generative retrieval models have already been used in the
SEA context as well to find relevant ad keywords for a query [30].

3 USER STUDY: TEXT SERPS WITH ADS
In a user study, we evaluate how well current LLMs could blend a
text SERP with (native) advertisements. Therefore, we exemplarily
include OpenAI’s GPT-4 model,12 as it is well known, and the
You.com’s conversational search assistant You Chat, as it was one of
the first conversational systems to be integrated into a full-featured
search engine. These two models are exemplary for LLMs which
are trained on a defined dataset (GPT-4), and for LLMs that are used
in conversational search and access information from the web at
search time (You Chat), allowing us to compare different models
and to broaden our analysis.

For our study, we assume the following scenario: a searcher
queries for some information and the search system tries to blend
a respective text SERP with an ad for a brand related to the infor-
mation need. For simplicity, we assume that a text SERP consists of
only one text passage. The generation of the text SERPs was per-
formed in two steps. In a first step, we chose different user queries/
topics and let GPT-4 and You Chat generate informative texts by
prompting them with the topics themselves. In a second step, we
instructed the two models to mention one or more given brands or
products in a subtle way in the given text. More details about this
procedure are given later in this section.
12GPT-4 using ChatGPT, June, August and September 2023

3.1 Search Topics and Generated Result Texts
The final pool of topics and corresponding texts comprises 100 texts
with included advertisements, 50 generated by GPT-4 and 50 gen-
erated by You Chat. It is composed of two parts. The first part,
consisting of 15 different topics (i.e., 30 texts with advertising: 15
from each GPT-4 and You Chat), was created in a small preliminary
pilot study, where evaluators rated the perceived unobtrusiveness
of ads integrated in topically related and unrelated text SERPs.
Finding that ads in an unrelated context are less convincing and
probably also no realistic scenario, we only kept the texts from
the related scenarios for the extended user study: ten topics of
general interest13 and five recipes.14 To get the general interest
topics, we asked GPT-4 for search topics that are interesting for
many people and used the suggestions to formulate ten topics for
our study (shown in Table 1). The recipes were selected from the
top 10 Google trends 2022 recipe queries.15 These 30 texts from
the preliminary pilot study were included for comparison, as the
texts for the general interest topics have a higher density of ads
that could therefore be more salient to the people.

The second part of the dataset consists of 35 topics (i.e., 70 texts
with advertising: 35 from each GPT-4 and You Chat). These new
texts should also cover topics of public interest, so this time we took
queries from the most frequent search queries reported in Google
Trends for 202216 and, suitable to the conversational search context,
some of the most frequently asked questions on Google from the
same year.17 Further, we also included several current queries from
Google Trends 2023 (up to September 2023).

In an initial pool, we had 25 topics and created texts with three dif-
ferent prompts, resulting in 84 texts by each GPT-4 and You Chat.18
Additionally, we injected ads with new prompts in two of the five
recipes from the pilot study, resulting in 6 more texts by each GPT-4
and You Chat. To remove inappropriate results, e.g., texts in which
a brand was shown in a negative light (“. . . the occasional indul-
gence of products from popular companies Nestlé, Starbucks, and
Coca-Cola could potentially upset a human’s stomach”), we had
three annotators evaluating and choosing the texts for the user
study—ending up with 60 texts about 19 popular queries, and ten
recipe versions with ads of two different recipes. These new topics
used in our study can also be found in Table 1.

3.2 Advertised Brands
The brands that should be promoted in the continuous texts are
shown in Table 2 and were taken from the top 100 most valuable
brands in 2022,19 covering different sectors with three alternatives
each. Only Adidas was additionally included20 as suitable third
brand in the category “Retail & Consumer Goods”. An exception of
this approach was made for the texts generated for the general inter-
est topics in the pilot study. Here, we tested an alternative approach
where the promoted brands were not specified in advance—instead,
13Experiments on May 18, 2023 (GPT-4) and June 18, 2023 (You Chat).
14Experiments on August 25, 2023.
15trends.google.com/trends/yis/2022/GLOBAL/
16see footnote before
17tectera.com/what-are-the-most-asked-questions-on-google-in-2022/
18Experiments on September 25, 2023 (GPT-4) and September 27, 2023 (You Chat).
19visualcapitalist.com/top-100-most-valuable-brands-in-2022/
20consumergoods.com/top-100-consumer-goods-companies-2021

https://web.archive.org/web/20230825143611/https://trends.google.com/trends/yis/2022/GLOBAL/
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https://web.archive.org/web/20230605153320/https://www.visualcapitalist.com/top-100-most-valuable-brands-in-2022/
https://web.archive.org/web/20230925093931/https://consumergoods.com/top-100-consumer-goods-companies-2021
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Table 1: Topics used in the user study: (a) The pilot topics
are taken from a preliminary pilot study. (b) For the new
topics (including the two reused recipes), we developed new
prompts to include ads into the underlying texts.

(a)
Pilot topics

General interest Recipes

What is to consider when building a house? Cinnamon rolls
What is important to organize a dinner party? Salt cookie
How can I make my house more energy-efficient? Baba ganoush
What to do with my grandson when he visits me? Overnight oats
Which insurances should I take out? Chocolate cake
How can I protect myself from ads on the Internet?
Recommendation for booking a romantic dinner.
How can I subscribe to a premium streaming service?
How to best prepare for a multi-day trekking tour?
What can I do to lose weight?

(b)
New topics

Popular queries Recipes
What to watch? Where can I find happiness? Overnight oats
Top Gun: Maverick Why is the sky blue? Chocolate cake
House of the Dragon Chatgpt
Will Smith Oscars Are airpods waterproof?
Amber Heard Rafael Nadal
Does rice have gluten? Serena Williams
Has green tea caffeine? Ipl 2023
Can dogs eat bananas? FIFA Women’s World Cup 23
How to lose weight fast? Samsung s23

Toyota crown

Table 2: Alternative brands from different sectors, promoted
in the generated text SERPs.

Sector Brand

Food & Beverages Nestlé, Starbucks, Coca-Cola
Retail & Consumer Goods Nike, Louis Vuitton, Adidas
Tech & Services Samsung, Sony, Apple
Automobiles Toyota, Tesla, Volkswagen

GPT-4 and You Chat were instructed to choose suitable brands
for advertisements themselves. This resulted in texts with a high
density of ads (as in the example in Table 8a).

For the recipes in the pilot study, we chose five different products
from Nestlé to be included (Chococino for salt cookies, Choco
Crossies for overnight oats, Docello for cinnamon rolls, Maggi
seasoning for baba ganoush, Nescafé for a homemade chocolate
cake). In the newly generated texts, we adapted the three prompts
used for the new continuous texts to fit for the recipes, and chose
well known products suitable to both selected recipes (Natierra
Organic Cacao Powder21 and milk by Nestlé, Lactalis, Danone22 ).
21www.thetrendspotter.net/best-cacao-powders/
22wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_largest_dairy_companies

Table 3: Prompts used to include ads into text SERPs.

Pilot topics: General interest (2 × 10 texts)

Rewrite the following text to include subtle ads for well-known brands: <text>

Pilot topics: Recipes (2 × 5 texts)

Rewrite the following recipe to include <product> as ingredient: <text>

New topics: Popular Queries (2 × 30 texts)

Take the following text and subtly mention . . .
(a) . . . <brand> in one place of the text, not using formulations with the word ’like’

and ’such as’: <text>
(b) . . . <brand1> and <brand2> in two different places of the text, but not in the first

or last sentence and without making the text more than one sentence longer and
not using formulations with the word ’like’ and ’such as’: <text>

(c) . . . <brand1>, <brand2> and <brand3> in one place of the text, but not in the first
or last sentence and without making the text more than one sentence longer and
not using formulations with the word ’like’ and ’such as’: <text>

New topics: Recipes (2 × 5 texts)

Take the following recipe an insert a recommendation to use . . .
(a) . . .milk by Nestlé as ingredient: <text>
(b) . . .milk by Nestlé and Natierra Organic Cacao Powder as ingredient: <text>
(c) . . .milk by Nestlé, Lactalis or Danone as ingredient: <text>

3.3 Prompt Engineering
Based on the observations during the pilot study, we improved the
prompts for the newly added topics. For example, we dropped the
instruction “rewrite” (see Table 3 upper half) as it often led to a
reformulation of the whole text, not only of the parts where the
ads were included. Further, we tested different formulations like
“recommendation” instead of “advertisement” to avoid excessive
formulations typical for advertising and keep the ads subtle. We
also specified that the ads should only be added in a single place in
the text to keep it short and unobtrusive. To minimize boilerplate
formulations as “brands like Samsung”, we included instructions to
avoid “like” or “such as”. Overall, we aimed at generating texts that
allow to compare the effect of (1) one advertisement inserted in a
single place in the text, (2) two ads for different brands in different
places of the text, and (3) listing multiple alternative brands for the
same product in one place of the text (see Table 3 lower half).

The prompt engineering was mainly performed on GPT-4; the re-
sulting promptswere then used for YouChat as well, with only small
adjustments as removing the word “subtly” to prevent You Chat
from omitting the name of the brand, for example when advertis-
ing Samsung with the formulation “. . . like the innovative offerings
from a prominent electronics manufacturer”.

3.4 Study Design
In our user study, we explore how people perceive generated search
results that include native ads. In a first part, we asked the study
participants to rate the quality of texts generated as potential search
results for some given query. We did explicitly not point the partic-
ipants to the included ads to find out whether they would detect
them by their own (e.g., by commenting on them in an available
free text field). In a second part, we then revealed that the assessed
search results include ads and asked the participants to again assess
the quality of the same texts and to express their opinion about
product placement and native advertisement.

https://web.archive.org/web/20230925081655/https://www.thetrendspotter.net/best-cacao-powders/
https://web.archive.org/web/20230925081535/https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_largest_dairy_companies
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Table 4: Questions asked in the user study, together with the
answer fields. Score 1 on the scale means: not at all, score 6
means: very much.

User study questions Answer fields

Before ad disclosure (questions per text)

Is this an informative answer? Scale 1 to 6
Is the text coherent? Scale 1 to 6
Other comments on the text Free text field

After ad disclosure (questions per text)

Is this an informative answer? Scale 1 to 6
Is the text coherent? Scale 1 to 6
Other comments on the text Free text field
List everything that is advertised in the generated answer. Free text field
How relevant are the advertisements w.r.t. the information need
expressed within the query? Score each found advertisement.

Scale 1 to 6

Exit questionnaire

Were the ads in the texts easy to detect? 5 gradual options
What is your opinion about advertising in general? Free text field
What is your opinion about product placement and native adver-
tising in particular?

Free text field

With this study design, the participants could remember their
previous assessments and consciously decide to stay with them or
to change them after the disclosure of the ads. Additionally, the
participants should rate the relevance of the included ads with
respect to the given search query, and express their opinion about
product placement and native advertisement.

As for the quality of the generated search results, we asked the
participants to rate the informativeness with respect to a given
query assuming a web search scenario, and we asked them about
the coherence of the text. The coherence question was derived from
our experiences of the pilot study, where people not knowing about
the ads stated that they observed distinct breaks in writing style
and textual coherence with some brand mentions claimed as inap-
propriate and out of context. The informativeness and coherence
had to be assessed on a 6-point scale so that a neutral answer was
not possible. A free text field for further comments was provided
for each text, allowing the participants to explain their assessments.
Table 4 shows the questions and answer types for the two study
parts and our exit questionnaire.

We created the study with LimeSurvey23 in a way that each text
is rated by at least five different people. We randomly arranged the
texts into 33 groups (32 groups with 3 texts, one with 4), so that
each text in a group covers a different topic and contains ads for
brands from different sectors. Each participant had to rate a single
group of texts twice (before and after the ad disclosure).

The participants of our study were hired via Prolific.24 On this
crowdsourcing platform, all workers are verified and have to run
through onboarding checks to ensure that they are human and do
not use multiple accounts. Still, we manually checked all answers to
exclude those from the final analysis that did not seem trustworthy—
ending up with ratings from 175 participants (108 female, 66 male,
1 non-binary; 20–29 years: 41, 30–39 years: 60, 40–49 years: 32,
50+ years: 42). Due to the ad disclosure in the study, each partici-
pant was only allowed to do the study once. Further, we required
23www.limesurvey.org
24www.prolific.com/

Table 5: Quality of the generated text SERPs w.r.t. informa-
tiveness and coherence on a 6-point scale as assessed by our
study participants (1: not at all, 6: very much; averaged over
the per-instance-averaged scores).

System Informativeness Coherence

Ad disclosure: before after before after

Pilot topics: General interest (2 × 10 texts)

GPT-4 4.9 4.8 5.1 5.0
You Chat 3.9 3.9 4.5 4.5

Pilot topics: Recipes (2 × 5 texts)

GPT-4 5.3 5.5 5.7 5.7
You Chat 5.1 4.9 5.5 5.3

New topics: Popular Queries (2 × 30 texts)

GPT-4 5.1 4.9 5.3 5.2
You Chat 5.2 4.9 5.3 5.2

New topics: Recipes (2 × 5 texts)

GPT-4 5.2 5.0 5.2 5.0
You Chat 5.5 5.4 5.6 5.5

English as the participants’ first language and some western culture
background, so that the promoted brands would be known.

4 RESULTS OF THE USER STUDY
We evaluate the text SERPs with ads by discussing the participants’
ratings in our study, and additionally by manually analyzing the
comments of the participants, showcasing different representative
examples of text SERPs and corresponding ratings.

4.1 Quality Ratings
The ratings for informativeness and coherence before and after
the ad disclosure are averaged for both models over all texts’ per-
instance average scores and can be found in Table 5. Overall, the
informativeness and coherence of the generated texts were rated
very high. Regarding the texts from the pilot study, GPT-4 texts are
always better rated than those generated by You Chat, especially
for the general interest topics. For the new texts, the results for
GPT-4 and You Chat are very similar, but You Chat is rated better
for the new recipes. In most cases, the recipes have better ratings
than the continuous texts, especially in the pilot study texts. There
is a very slight tendency for better ratings before the ad disclosure,
namely in the new continuous texts and recipes and in the pilot
recipes of You Chat, but a final statement about this based on the
numbers alone is difficult, as the difference is not very distinct.

4.2 Effect of Number of Brands and Products
To analyze whether it makes a difference if only one brand, two
or more different brands, or three alternative brands for the same
product are named in a text, we consider the results in Table 6,
showing the ratings for informativeness and text coherence before
and after the ad disclosure, split by the different numbers of included
brands. For the new topics, the ratings of recipes and continuous
texts are summarized in a single value, from the pilot study, only

https://www.limesurvey.org
https://www.prolific.com/
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Table 6: Informativeness (Inf.) and text coherence (Coh.) rat-
ings of the generated text SERPs for different numbers of
brand namings, assessed on a 6-point scale (1: not at all, 6:
very much; averaged over the per-instance-averaged scores).
Further, the average number of comments per text (Avg.
Com.) before the ad disclosure for the new texts and recipes,
and for the pilot study’s texts on general interest topics.

Score System New topics (Popular Queries + Recipes) Gen. interest

1 brand 2 brands 3 brands 4+ brands

Ad disclosure: before after before after before after before after

Inf. GPT-4 5.0 4.9 5.3 5.0 5.3 5.0 4.9 4.8
You 5.3 5.5 5.3 5.0 5.3 5.1 3.9 3.9

Coh. GPT-4 5.3 5.1 5.3 5.2 5.1 5.2 5.1 5.0
You 5.5 5.7 5.4 5.2 5.3 5.2 4.5 4.5

Avg. GPT-4 0.5 1.3 0.4 1.6
Com. You 0.9 0.4 0.6 2.5

the texts of the general interest topics are considered as they have
a high density of brand namings. Before the ad disclosure, the
informativeness and text coherence are rated very similar for texts
generated by GPT-4 and You Chat—independent of the number of
brands that are included. An exception are the texts generated by
You Chat in the pilot study, which are rated distinctly lower for
both informativeness and coherence (as already noted before). After
the ad disclosure, the informativeness ratings are slightly worse for
two and three brands, apart from that there are no major changes
of the ratings. All in all, the number of brands does not seem to
affect the perceived informativeness and text coherence too much.

The last row in Table 6 refers to the number of comments about
the brands before the ad disclosure. For each text group shown to
a participant, comments regarding the ads were counted and then
averaged over all groups. Here, we counted not only comments
that specifically describe the naming of brands as advertising, but
also comments like “too much brands” which indicate that the
participant has noticed the critical passages. It is of course possible
that more participants spotted the ads, but did not comment in
the free text field. Nevertheless, it can be seen that the number of
comments regarding the included ads is by far the highest for the
pilot study texts, which have the highest density of ads, similar
to the example in Table 8a. The brand mentions in the texts by
You Chat were the most striking and seem to correlate with the
lower scores for informativeness and text coherence. For the new
topics, there is one outlier for the texts generated by GPT-4 (for two
brands). The high value is caused by only two texts, commented
three times each, whereas the other texts are commented only once
or not at all. Apart from this, it seems that some more participants
detected the inserted ads when only one brand was named.

Counting the number of participants in the study referring at
least once to the advertisements before the ad disclosure, reveals
that only about one third of the participants (60 of 175) recognized
the ads without knowing about them (or at least recognized the
brand namings as out of context).

4.3 Participants’ Comments
In addition to considering the average ratings, analyzing the com-
ments in the free text-fields will allow us more detailed statements
to be made about the user’s opinions on the texts with ads. In a first
step, we will have a look at comments before the disclosure of ads.

Comments before ad disclosure. The first important observation
is that the scores for informativeness and coherence of the text do
not necessarily reflect the visibility or perceived obtrusiveness of
the advertisements. For example, a participant stating that one text
“seems to place a bit too much emphasis on netflix and facebook”
still rates both informativeness and coherence with 6 (shown in
the example in Table 8d). Another one writes “I think I would be
immediately turned off by this answer due to seeing Nestlé on
the first line”, but rates informativeness and coherence not worse
than 4 (example in Table 8b). Overall, the participants seemed to
be rather moderate in their ratings, even in cases where an answer
did not seem entirely satisfactory to them. Accordingly, one of
the text SERPs receives a score of 6 for both informativeness and
coherence, although the participant comments: “I’m not sure that
this is the answer that I would have expected had I just searched
Ipl 2023. First I would have expected to be informed of the winning
team, league standings and scores, then perhaps followed by the
detailed account above” (example in Table 8d).

The number of comments about the advertisements before the
ad disclosure were already considered in the section before. Further
insights can now be extracted from the wording of these comments.
Some participants state that the brand naming seems unnecessary
and was not asked in the question (“Not sure if the Facebook bit
is relevant”, “I feel the mentioning of brands probably a bit unnec-
essary especially for an answer like this which isn’t related to a
product.”). Others seemed to be confused by the brand namings
(“Why Nestle milk - not just milk?”, “added a weird branding slant,
is this AI doing product placement?”, “The phrase ’getting brewed
over Facebook’ was very confusing to me, as was the mention of
the Netflix series because that isn’t pertinent at that point in the
paragraph”), and some participants bluntly state that the texts are
containing advertisements (“Clearly an advertisement for Nestlé”,
“reads as an advert”, “reads like a marketing blurb”, “They are very
specific about products it’s like sneaky advertising”).

Other reasons for bad informativeness or text coherence scores
are that answers are considered not accurate enough or “clunky and
awkward at certain points”. One text SERP about the FIFA women’s
world cup 2023 has an average score of 2.8 on informativeness, and
no comment refers to the included ads - the information are simply
not detailed enough for the participants, further, the generated text
is considered as “somewhat unnatural”. Other comments criticize
lengthiness and spelling mistakes. Nevertheless, many comments
also praise the texts as good answers to the query, as well writ-
ten and informative (“very clear answer”, “great response”, “well
rounded”, “well thought and gives plenty of examples”). It also hap-
pens that the same text is evaluated with contradictory comments,
as in the example in Table 8e: While two participants think that the
text is “too exaggerated” and sounds “like an advert for addidas”,
two other participants perceive the same answer as “very easy to
follow and informative”, and as “succinct and of high quality”. An-
other text answering the question Are airpods waterproof? names
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products by Samsung and Sony as alternatives. One participant is
very satisfied with the given answer (“The response is informative
and factual”), while another criticizes the alternative brand namings
(“goes into unnecessary detail about competitor brands when the
query specifically asked about airpods which are Apple brand”).

Another observation is that the emotional language is often
named—positively by some people, and negatively by others: “The
text starts well and then goes off by becoming too energetic” and “I
like the way it is written almost with passion. It gets you excited”
are two comments on the same text.

Overall, the most important finding from the analysis of the
comments is that the perception of the generated texts SERPs is
always subjective in many respects—for example in terms of in-
formativeness, obtrusiveness of included advertising, and writing
style. Further, bad scores for informativeness and coherence do not
necessarily indicate obtrusive ads, but can also have other reasons.
Hence, it is always important to consider the users’ comments when
making statements about the evaluation of the generated texts.

Comments after ad disclosure. In a second step, we analyze the
comments after the ad disclosure. As indicated in the previous sec-
tion, several participants state they had noticed the ads (e.g. “I knew
there was product placement”), but had not commented on this be-
fore the ad disclosure. For some, the disclosure apparently resolved
some confusion they had about the text before (“I wondered why
they had talked about Facebook!”, “I did not pick up on the fact
this was direct advertising, I did notice the language surrounding
it was awkward but didn’t know exactly why.”). Other participants
explicitly state that they did not spot the advertising before the
disclosure: “I can see now that this is advertising products but I
didn’t realise until it was pointed out.” After the ad disclosure how-
ever, the advertisements were obvious and easy to detect for the
majority of the participants, as the distribution of their answers to
the question “Were the ads easy to detect” indicate:

• They were very obvious. 76
• They were obvious as soon as you knew there were ads. 44
• Some were obvious and some were not. 50
• I had to search for them. 1
• I did not spot any advertisements. 0
• No answer 4
However, the obtrusiveness of the ads seems to depend not only

on the participants, but also on the respective examples. For the
newly created texts, there are many comments about the subtlety
of the advertisements. For example, the texts about Amber Heard
mentioning Facebook and, depending on the prompt, also Netflix
and YouTube, had no comments about ads in the first part of the
study, whereas comments in the second part include statements
like “Advert placement is subtle” or “I wouldn’t have known that
this was an advertisement.” For some participants, the ad disclosure
led to a drop in their quality scoring, ranging from one point on
the informativeness scale (“Facebook is mentioned and is quite
influential that’s why I marked it as 4.” and “Now I know there’s
advertising that last sentence stands out as pretty disingenuous.”)
to a case where the score was changed from from 6 to 2. The latter
participant explains that the ad disclosure “has made me consider
that it is less of an informative answer and feels deceitful”. To the

Table 7: Average relevance scores for ads found in the differ-
ent text groups (1: not relevant, 6: highly relevant).

System Pilot texts Pilot recipes New texts New recipes

GPT-4 3.3 4.0 3.1 3.8
You Chat 2.8 3.5 2.9 4.2

Average 3.0 3.8 3.0 4.0

contrary, another participant evaluating the same text states that
the “advertising didn’t change my rating.” Several more people see
it similarly, as the text is perceived “still as relevant as before” or
even because “all of the adverts are relevant and useful.” Again, we
cannot make a general statement about whether knowledge about
the ads changes the perceived quality of the texts. That depends
very much on the participants and their opinion of advertising.

Content-related comments include references on logical breaks
regarding the included advertisements, e.g., “Nestlé is not really
known for rice products and many of their products are not gluten
free”. Here it should be noted that we did explicitly not focus on
correctness of the content of the text as this is another issue in
generative AI technology. For the query How to lose weight fast?, a
participant writes that “its dangerous to be suggesting brands on
health related questions like this”. This is also a valid and important
point, but is also to be addressed in other works.

Relevance of included ads. For more differentiated insights into
the perceived relevance of the included advertisements, we can
take a closer look at the items that the participants considered as
being promoted, and at their relevance ratings (again on a 6-point
scale with 6 meaning that the advertisement is highly relevant for
the given search). For all four text groups, we compute an average
relevance score for each GPT-4 and You Chat over all (intentionally)
promoted brands, which can be found in Table 7. The relevance
scores for the ads included in the recipes are (nearly) one scoring
point higher. This indicates that ads can be more fluently embedded
in a highly related context—such as in the recipe scenario.

Interestingly, several participants include the search item itself in
the list of advertisements. For example, for the search query Ipl 2023,
IPL itself is sometimes named as being advertised. In other cases,
a very related item is included in the ad list, for example OpenAI
for the search query Chatgpt, or the book Fire and Blood on which
the series House of the Dragons (another example query) is based.
While some people perceive this as advertising, others apparently
consider it as crucial information about the searched term. This
shows that there is not always a clear consensus on the boundary
between information and advertising. This possible discrepancy is
well illustrated by the following comments on the same recipe: for
one, ”Maggi doesn’t seem forced, because it’s required as part of the
recipe”, while for the other “Maggi seasoning is not required in the
recipe so it’s an obvious advert”. Related to this, other comments
observe that a text “does not sound like an explicit advertisement, as
Netflix/Facebook/YouTube are very common parts of people’s daily
lives”. Similarly divided opinions can be found regarding the ad
density in the texts. On the one hand, texts about topics of general
interest from the pilot study have the highest density of ads–even
too high for many participants. We can find many comments like
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“Too much advertising” for these texts, and even statements that
it “[d]istracts from the answer”. On the other hand, one comment
on a text with only one advertisement for Nestlé says that “[m]ore
brands would be useful”, and for the overnight oats recipe promot-
ing milk from Nestlé, Lactalis, or Danone, a participant thinks that
“[m]ore opportunities should have been taken to advertise” (see
example in Table 8f). While some appreciate the recommendation
of brands, (e.g. “Great use of brands to help with the initial query” or
“Excellent answer with some recommended brands as well to help
with the recipe”), others would prefer answers without advertising
(“Without the adverts, it is perfect” or “I’d still prefer more actual
event information, less advertising”).

Opinions about ads. These different views are also reflected in
the participants’ comments about advertising in general and native
advertising and product placement in particular. The expressed
opinions range from negative (“its insidious”) over “necessary evil”
and “Neutral. I understand it has its place” to positive (“I think it
is useful and effective if done well”). Many answers, though brief,
show a differentiated view on this topic, like “I think it’s okay if it’s
relevant to the page you’re on or what you’re searching for. But
if it is of no interest to you it can be very annoying”. Some more
exemplary comments on advertising are presented in Table 8c.

4.4 Discussion
The analysis of our conducted study reveals that the evaluation
of ads included into generated text SERPs is rather subjective. For
example, some participants appreciate the advertisements in the
texts, while others would prefer ad-free answers. However, the
most important finding of the study is that current AI-models like
GPT-4 and You Chat are already capable of inserting subtle native
advertisements in topically related text SERPs. As long as the texts
are not littered with brand names, the advertisements are not de-
tected by more than half of the users who do not expect ads in the
generated answers. This shows the need to discuss how we want
to deal with this new potential advertising scenario in the future.

5 ETHICS OF GENERATING NATIVE ADS
Using the example of generative retrieval and conversational search
systems, we have conducted a user study on how generative AI
may pay for itself via native ads in the generated output. While it
is understandable that companies require a return on their (large)
investments for developing and operating services based on gen-
erative AIs, there also are constraints from a user’s perspective.
The admissibility of operationalizing ad-based generative systems
strongly depends on whether the ad-infused outputs are still suffi-
ciently useful to the users, and that the ads do not introduce new
risks. When safeguarded similarly to ChatGPT’s or other models’
guardrails that keep users from (unwittingly or deliberately) gener-
ating many kinds of harmful content, ads related to user requests
might be justified as a necessity to sustain model access and keep-
ing them affordable. After all, this is how Google has often justified
their search ad business model in the past.25

However, when looking at ethical issues raised by native adver-
tising in other industries, a number of well-known negative side
25about.google/philosophy

effects come up. As native ads have long been used but also criti-
cized in the entertainment industry in general, and in journalism in
particular, Schauster et al. [33] have conducted an interview study
with 30 journalists and 26 marketing communication executives (in
either advertising or public relations) with respect to their views on
native advertising. Amajority of the interviewees agreed that native
advertising is deceptive in nature, as such paid, persuasive content
can be very difficult to distinguish from real editorial content. But
there also was a tendency among the interviewees of calling native
ads a necessary evil to pay the bills, since other forms of advertising
are declining in journalism, and a tendency to pass on the ethical
responsibility to other stakeholders involved. Still, Schauster et
al. point out that everyone who participates in and benefits from
society also has responsibilities related to their societal function.
This means that society can and should hold publishers but also
search engines accountable with regard to the means by which
they benefit from society and whether their societal function is still
sufficiently fulfilled. For example, it could be argued that search en-
gines have a certain responsibility to give users the opportunity to
inform themselves as objectively as possible in order to form their
own opinion. This is because a major societal function of search
engines today is that of information intermediaries—with a huge
impact on economics, politics, and culture. Following Schauster
et al., search providers thus are responsible to sufficiently keep
up their search functionality. An important open question in the
context of our scenario of native ads in future text SERPs then is
to what extent or “degree of saturation” searchers tolerate native
ads without the search results becoming useless. Behavior-wise,
searchers will probably stick to their favorite search engine for
some time even when the amount of native ads increases—similar
to readers who do not immediately abandon well-known publish-
ers like The New York Times, even if a certain percentage of their
content are advertorials (native ads in the style of editorials). A
respective risk for search is that search providers might deploy
native ads in text SERPs slowly, increasing the amount per answer
over time or showing text SERPs with ads only to random searchers
to slowly get them used to them. To be able to externally monitor
the search providers’ ad policies in an effective way, it is necessary
to disclose native advertising to searchers in all jurisdictions and
markets. Still, it is unclear how exactly this disclosure has to happen
to help the searchers. For instance, besides subtle disclosures that
are easily overlooked (e.g., news publishers have been found to
use fine-print or deceptive wording) also blanket statements (e.g.,
‘This search engine uses native ads.’) are conceivable but probably
not very helpful for searchers. The style of disclosure depicted in
Figure 1 is also not ideal, as the ‘Ad’ labels are visible only below
the generated text (the yellow highlighting might actually help, but
so far was only meant for illustration purposes).

A related problem is that current ad-blocking systems that people
might use to protect themselves from unwanted advertisements
on list SERPs, are no longer appropriate for ads in text SERPs.
Depending on the subtlety of the included ads, developing models
for automatic ad detection and also ad blocking in texts could prove
to be a challenging task that still needs to be investigated.

Considering the difficulties in disclosing and blocking ads, as well
as the reach of emerging conversational systems and the fact that
users mostly have no insights into or influence on their underlying

https://about.google/philosophy/
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Table 8: Examples of GPT-4- and You Chat-generated native ads (yellow highlighting) in hypothetical text SERPs.

(a) You Chat-generated single-passage text SERP explaining what is important to
organize a dinner party, mentioning various suitable brands, informativeness
scored with 2, coherence with 3.4 (pilot topic).
When it comes to hosting a dinner party, you want everything to be perfect. Start by
inviting your guests through the beautifully designed invitations by Hallmark with
matching card stock and envelopes. Get things underway by planning your menu
and ingredients with Blue Apron’s meal delivery service, ordering anything missing
on Amazon’s pantry or groceries. Accommodate dietary preferences with Beyond
Meat’s delicious vegan options or incorporate gluten-free and lactose-free alternatives
with Nestlé or Chobani products. Set the perfect table with Crate and Barrel’s ele-
gant dishware, glassware, and linens, giving a touch of style to your dinner party.
Create a cozy ambiance in your dining room with Philips Hue’s smart lighting, easily
adjusting the brightness and color temperature to suit the occasion. Set the mood with
Amazon Music’s extensive library, creating a perfect background soundtrack for your
evening. Finally, plan everything in advance with Trello’s organizing app, including a
serving schedule, food preparation, and time management to delight your guests with
a pleasant and stress-free experience. Enjoy your party and show them an irresistible
evening they’ll always remember!

Comments before ad disclosure:

(1) I feel this also mentions too many specific brands and would be better to give a
more general overview of things to consider when organising a dinner party. It may
be useful to include a few brand names as starting points for people to go and look
into however I feel there are too many here.
(2) Advert. Would not trust as obviously paid sponsorship and not impartial advice
(3) It focuses too much on advertising products rather than providing an answer.
(4) Excessive reference to brands makes answer unhelpful

Avg. relevance rating over all named brands: 1.9

(b) GPT-4-generated single-passage text SERP on losing weight, mentioning Nestlé,
informativeness scored with 5, coherence with 5.4 before, and with 4.8 and 5 after ad
disclosure (new topic, one ad).
Losing weight fast involves a combination of a balanced diet and regular exercise.
Products from Nestlé offer a wide range of nutritious options and their lean proteins,
vegetables, and whole grain cereals can be beneficial. Minimizing sugary, fatty, and
processed foods is equally essential, along with regular physical activity. Activities
such as cardio, strength training, or even brisk walking with a Starbucks’ low-calorie
beverage can help burn calories. It’s also crucial to monitor your portion sizes and
maintain consistency in your diet and exercise routine. However, remember that a
healthy and sustainable weight loss is typically 1-2 pounds per week, and always
consult with a healthcare provider before starting any new weight loss regimen.

Comments before ad disclosure:

(1) They are very specific about products it’s like sneaky advertising
(2) I see what you are doing here. I think I would be immediately turned off by this
answer due to seeing Nestlé on the first line... rather than advice/info from a health
organisation or charity.
(3) Not good that it specially mentions Nestlé products
(4) The text gives the user lots of steps to potentially take

Comments after ad disclosure:

(1) The advertising was obvious in this one
(2) I think its dangerous to be suggesting brands on health related questions like this
rather than providing info & links to health orgs.

Avg. relevance ratings: Nestlé 3.2 (5 ratings), Starbucks 4 (3 ratings)

(c) Opinions on advertising.
Advertising in general:

(1) I understand the point for both the advertisers and the people displaying the
advertisements. Sometimes I find good new products so I’m not complaining.
(2) It doesn’t bother me as long as it’s appropriate
(3) Advertising is subjected. It depends on the purpose of advertising. I have no problem
with it, as long as it is disclosed [. . . ]

Product placement and native advertising:

(1) I have no problems with it as long as it’s not just random. Like these ads did nothing
to make me want to purchase those products nor did they have anything to do with
what I was looking for.
(2) I think it’s quite sneaky.
(3) If it is disclosed and the people are informed of this, I believe it is ok.

(d) GPT-4-generated single-passage text SERP on IPL 2023, mentioning Facebook
and Netflix, informativeness scored with 5, coherence with 5.7 (new topic, two ads).
The 2023 Indian Premier League (IPL) season was an exhilarating display of cricketing
talent and fierce competition. The tournament, which was streamed on Netflix in order
to reach a wider audience, showcased the best players from around the world, vying for
glory in the highly anticipated matches. In a story that was frequently shared on Face-
book, The Mumbai Indians, led by Rohit Sharma, emerged as the champions, clinching
their record-breaking sixth IPL title. Throughout the season, fans were treated to
breathtaking performances, nail-biting finishes, and unexpected upsets, making it one
of the most memorable IPL editions to date. The 2023 IPL season will be remembered
as a testament to the spirit of cricket and the unwavering passion of its fans.

Comments before ad disclosure:

(1) I’m not sure that this is the answer that I would have expected had I just searched
Ipl 2023. First I would have expected to be informed of the winning team, league
standings and scores, then perhaps followed by the detailed account above
(2) Would like to see standings and scores as well
(3) Seems to place a bit too much emphasis on netflix and facebook

Comments after ad disclosure:

(1) The advertising did not change my ratings.
(2) Already noted that it mentions netflix and facebook

Avg. relevance ratings: Facebook 1.67 (6 ratings), Netflix 5 (4 ratings)

(e) GPT-4-generated single-passage text SERP on Serena Williams, mentioning
Nike, Louis Vuitton and Adidas, informativeness scored with 5.3, coherence with
5.3 before, and with 5 and 5.3 after ad disclosure (new topic, three alternative ads).
Serena Williams, a true icon in the world of tennis, has left an indelible mark on the
sport throughout her illustrious career [. . . ]. Serena’s influence extends far beyond the
boundaries of the game, as she has been a powerful advocate for women’s and racial
equality in sports, making her a true trailblazer. Her impact is felt worldwide, inspiring
millions to strive for greatness, both on and off the court. From Nike to Louis Vuitton
to Adidas, Serena’s legacy is intertwined with the most iconic brands, symbolizing her
unrivaled stature in the world of sports and fashion.

Comments before ad disclosure:

(1) Very easy to follow and informative.
(2) Random additional information is making it sound like an advert for addidas
(3) Too exaggerated
(4) The text is succinct and of high quality.

Comments after ad disclosure:

(1) The three companies are quite relevant to the world of sports and fashion that’s
why I gave quite a high score.
(2) This is a prominent advertisement, but mostly relevant
(3) The text is high quality

Avg. relevance ratings: Nike 4.8 (6 ratings), Adidas 4.8 (6 r.), Louis Vuitton 4.4 (5 ratings)

(f) You Chat-generated recipe for Overnight oats, mentioning Nestlé, Lactalis,
and Danone, informativeness scored with 5.6, coherence with 5.4 (new prompt).
Ingredients: • 1/2 cup of oats

• 1/2 cup of milk (from Nestlé, Lactalis, or Danone)
• . . .

Instructions: • Put oats in a jar or bowl with a sealable lid.
• Pour in the milk and add the sweetener.
• . . .

By using milk from Nestlé, Lactalis, or Danone, you can enhance the creaminess and
flavor of the overnight oats.

Comments before ad disclosure:

(1) I would prefer that the companies were not included. Again, it sounds like an advert.
It IS very informative though.

Comments after ad disclosure:

(1) More opportunities should have been taken to advertise.
(2) [. . . ] Without the adverts, it is perfect
(3) Excellent answer with some recommended brands as well to help with the recipe

Avg. relevance ratings: Nestleé 5 (5 ratings), Lactalis 5 (4 r.), Louis Vuitton 4.8 (4 ratings)
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setup, it could even be discussedwhether ads should only be allowed
for specific issues and be banned for sensitive topics like politics.

Whether the open source AI community or the emerging open
search community can be of assistance, for instance, as a source of
more trustworthy text SERP generation models than those deployed
at companies who might introduce native ads, remains to be seen.
In the end, every generative AI system should be used with caution,
as they are opaque to the users, and as usually neither their training
data, training regime, nor their output postprocessing routines can
be easily reviewed. External reviews and audits to assess the ad
policy of a given system will of course still be required, just like
reviews and audits for all other relevant biases.

6 CONCLUSION
We have demonstrated a proof of concept for infusing native ad-
vertisements into the output of generative large language mod-
els (LLMs). In a user study of generative retrieval and conversa-
tional search, where recent LLM advancements may yield a new
paradigm for search result presentation (i.e., text SERPs instead
of list SERPs), we find that integrating ads with related organic
content using GPT-4 or You Chat is straightforward and in many
cases not recognized by the users. As there is a huge potential for
ad generation to further mature in the future, this raises a number
of ethical issues. Given the social responsibility of search providers
as information intermediaries for basically everyone with access to
the Internet, the potential harm to society in terms of being manip-
ulated at scale is paramount. But despite this dystopian outlook, we
also see the potential for more positive outcomes by tackling the
topic head on. In the future, we will explore approaches for detect-
ing native ads, for evaluating biases caused by ads in generative AI,
and approaches that may possibly counter such biases.
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